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tricksandflourishesandeverythingelse
By Dan and Dave who have been at the forefront
of their craft since they were only fourteen years
old. They have helped mould a new genre of card
magic, a style visually rich and direct. This 3 DVD
collection contains a vast array of magical effects
and everything else their minds have conjured up.
From beginner to professional, these DVD's contain
something for everyone. Each effect is broken
down step by step for a seamless learning
experience. The titles of each of the three DVD's,
which are boxed in a container folder, are Tricks, Flourishes, Everything Else. Also
includes a 12 page explanatory booklet. Price: £63 Post Paid U.K.
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EXAMS! I know – it’s that time again! Whether you
are taking end of year, entrance or public exams I
am sure you will all do very well indeed. You know
you have the capability – after all it’s no trouble for
you to learn magic so the same brains just need to
be applied to other subjects! You are going to need
good results at school. The magic business is a very
difficult one, particularly in these times of recession,
and you need a good career for the necessities in
life so that magic, as an extra, will bring you the
luxuries. Best of luck to all of you..,
I have had several approaches from TV companies
wanting young magicians to perform on their programmes. I get really excited for you – and then they
give me the punchline! These people aren’t interested in your performance – they want to film you
teaching tricks to presenters or other young people,
none of whom are really that interested anyway! I
have to then say that this can’t be done… What we
do is a secret, the entertainment and enjoyment for both us and our audiences lies in the
fact that it’s all a secret. To reveal what we do goes against everything we stand for as
magicians. There are NO tricks which can be considered as items to be taught en masse
to the public. Members of the Young Magicians Club, as well as members of The Magic
Circle, are under threat of being expelled from their clubs if they are found to be doing this
on TV in front of the world… What is the dividing line? Well I believe that it is choice – if
you expose a secret on TV it will be seen by people whether they choose to learn it or not
whereas those who truly want to learn will seek out a magician to teach them or a book or
DVD to learn from; they are making an effort and are entitled to learn from their efforts.
So beware of TV researchers offering fame and fortune – you will get neither if you break
the first rule of magic and give away our secrets!
Next issue will see a real change to our puzzles. I am delighted that Dennis Patten has
agreed to join the ‘Secrets’ team! Dennis has had a very long and varied career performing magic, and has illustrated many many books and articles on this subject alone. You
will get to read all about him next time and start to enjoy his page brain teasers and fun!
Just wait and see!

YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2009
20th June
1st November J-Day (SUNDAY)

11th July
21st November

12th September

Workshop fee £5.00. As always workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three). Please be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided free),
a deck of cards, notbook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time - Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk
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PROPS NEED GOOD HOME!
Magic Circle Member, Peter Scarlett, has some old
magic props which are in search of a good home.
Some have instructions, some have not, but there
are ten stage items waiting to go, free of charge, to
a young magician.

Previous winners - Ben Hart and Steve Dela

Don’t forget to get your tickets for the exciting
finals of Young Magician of the Year! This is the
most prestigious youth competition in the world and
you need to be there to support your YMC friends.

If you live in the Thornton Heath, Surrey, area and
would be able to collect the props from Peter’s
home please email me at mandy@TheMagicCircle.
co.uk and let me know so I can put you in touch
with him.

STARS OF TOMORROW

Finalists are:
Edward Hilsum • David Johnson
Michael Jordan • James Milner
Megan Knowles-Bacon
Sanjivan Parhar • Carl Scutt
This is also a good place for you to see the
standard of performance required so that you, too,
can consider entering next time – you have two
years to get your act together!
The finals will be held the day after the July
workshop so why not make a full weekend of it?
There are two ways of being able to see the acts –
in the afternoon of 12th July there will be the dress
rehearsal and technical run-through so tickets for
this are only £7.00 each. Then the evening brings
the judged final and awards presentation with
tickets at £15.00. You can buy either, or both,
tickets from The Magic Circle’s box office by calling
020 7387 2222.

See you there!

Jack Gleadow

Ed Hilsum

USA STYLE!

Congratulations to Jack Gleadow and Ed
Hilsum who have both been selected to
appear in ‘The Stars of Tomorrow’ in Buffalo, New
York3 next
volume 16, number
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J-DAY IS COMING – WHAT IS
For those of you who are new to YMC let me explain. J-Day on
SUNDAY 1st November is not a workshop! It is a full one-day
magic convention for junior magicians and is a super event. This
could be the first magic convention you’ll ever attend:
Lecture from American star Chris Capeheart!
Dealers’ Room – your chance to buy!
Finals of our Close Up Competition! (auditions 12th September)
Finals of our Stage Competition! (auditions 12th September)
‘An Audience with…Max Somerset – The Sorcerer!’
Refreshments available on site all day…
Awards Ceremony!
Star studded Gala Show!

Tom Wallace rec

eiving his ‘Mem

ber of the Year

2008’ award fo

rm Ali Bong

o
Now is the time to plan to be there and also consider whether you can get a
full act ready for the auditions in September. Rules are available by email from: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk.
Be sure that you will have a wonderful day and evening of magic so look out for the full advertisement in the
next issue of ‘Secrets’ – tickets will be available in August!

Below is a view of last year’s event from a non-magician, the girlfriend of one of our YMC members. She’d
never been to anything quite like it before…

My First Time At The Magic Circle
by Claire Taylor

What really struck me about my day at The Magic
Circle Headquarters was how such a spectacular place could be so entirely hidden… I suppose,
in an odd kind of way, that made it even more
extraordinary…
I had never been to the Magic Circle before but
my boyfriend, Carl Scutt, had offered to take me
along to a mini-convention, called J-Day, where he
was competing. I didn’t really know what to expect
but agreed to go anyway to give him some moral
support. It was then that I found out the event
lasted ten hours, so I charged up my iPod and off
we went.
To tell you the truth I was quite nervous. For me, one
magician was enough! But once we’d arrived, I felt
entirely at ease. Everyone was so friendly and
welcoming and there were endless refreshments.
The actual building is quite difficult to describe.
It looks modern, yet classic. There are so many
historical antiques and interesting paintings and the
theatre, where we spent most of the day, was beautiful - London’s best kept secret.
Boris Wild began with an insightful lecture and let
me in on a few secrets that maybe I shouldn’t have
learned. After that it was the Close-up Competition

Final and Carl’s chance to shine. If you asked me
anything about his performance I don’t think I could
tell you - I was so nervous!
After the last competitor, we went to visit the
dealers’ room. For me, this was quite an experience.
Never before had I seen Carl, seventeen years of
age, jump up and down in excitement before running off to spend all of his money!
Throughout the day there was endless
entertainment and, at the end, there was a Gala
Show featuring Richard Pinner as compére, Roy
Davenport, Mark Shortland, Marc Oberon, Boris
Wild and the hilarious John Archer. They were
absolutely incredible and I still haven’t got a clue
how that card appeared…
All day Carl had been saying how he didn’t think he
stood a chance because of the talent we’d seen. His
hard work clearly paid off, however, as he won a
trophy and Mark Shortland told him how much
he enjoyed his performance as we passed him
on the stairs. I suppose that has got to be one of
my favourite things about the place. The way the
talented, established magicians greet you as if they’d
known you for years. The whole atmosphere was
enchanting, and I just wanted to say a huge thank
you not only to everyone who organised it, but to
everyone who was there to make it what it was.
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RISING CARD – CARD BOX

by Ian Adair

A trick you need to make!
I’ve taken the classic Card Box and adapted
it so it will not only vanish a card but features a rising effect.

EFFECT:
A spectator freely selects a card from a regular deck
and signs it. The card is placed inside an empty
wooden box which is then closed. The performer
states that the chosen, signed card will mysteriously
float away from inside the box and will vanish into
thin air. When the box is opened the chosen card is
gone – it’s vanished! The performer further states
that it might have returned to the deck. Holding the
box upright a card is seen to rise through a slot in
the side of the container. It’s the chosen card! The
spectator is asked to check the signature and the
deck is removed from the box for examination.

APPARATUS:
A regular deck of cards.

A wooden card box.
This is made exactly the same as the previous
models, two sections being hinged together with an
inner flap which pivots from one side to the other.
The additional features are:

A slot cut into one side of the box as illustrated.
A ‘finger hole’ cut-out on the base of the box.

SET-UP:

Have the flap inside the box covering the inner
base (with cut-out). This means that when the box

★

Easy to do

is opened, and the interior shown, it appears to
be empty. Have the deck nearby with a pen or a
marker.

PRESENTATION:
Display the deck of cards, fanning it on both sides.
Hand it to a spectator to shuffle, then fan the deck
for the spectator to freely select one of the cards
(there’s no force here). Hand the spectator the pen
and ask him to sign the face of the card so he will
recognise it again.
Now pick up the box allowing spectators to see
inside – it appears to be empty. Close the box
momentarily and, whilst talking, secretly turn the
box over so that the flap falls to the opposite side.
Open the lid towards you and place the spectator’s
signed card, face up, inside. The card will cover the
cut-out section making it possible for you to display
it within the box. Close the lid and this will allow the
flap to pivot over and down on top of the chosen
card.
State that you intend the chosen card to mysteriously float out of the box and vanish into thin air.
Further explain that it might return to the pack.
Dramatically open the box to show that the chosen
card has vanished, then close the box.
Hold the box in your left hand, turning it on its side
so the slot is in uppermost position. The index finger
of the left hand enters the finger hole. Whilst looking at the audience operate the apparatus so that
this finger pushes the flap (and card) to the front
section of the box. Now slowly push up on the card
allowing it to slide through the slot. The audience
will clearly see the vanished card rise. Pretend not to
notice this but, when you start to hear people’s reactions, glance over. Remove the card and open the
box to show it is as empty as before. Hand the card
to the spectator for the signature to be checked.
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REAL DIAMONDS

by Ian Adair

A Selection Surprise!
Although I haven’t actually
performed this to an audience.
I have tried and tested it here at
home. It works well…

EFFECT:
From a shuffled deck one card is removed, the Seven
of Diamonds. This card is made into a tube. Tilting
the tube over a glass dish, seven ‘real’ diamonds
magically pour out. When the card is unrolled its
face is blank – the seven diamonds have changed
into genuine ones.

★★

Takes some practice

is executed. This means that the face of the second
card down (Seven of Diamonds) is on view. Execute
another double lift to bring the deck back to its
original position with all the cards face down. Slide
off the top card; the audience assume this is the
originally shown one but it is, in fact, the blank one.
With its back towards the audience, and held in the
left hand, the right casually enters the jacket pocket
so the thumb tip can be stolen away.
The right hand now grips the card. The thumb tip
comes behind it. The card is rolled around the thumb
tip and the thumb is removed, leaving it behind.

APPARATUS:
A thumb tip.
Seven small glass diamonds available from a craft
shop.
A regular pack of cards.
A blank faced card with a back design matching
that of your regular deck.

SET-UP:
Beforehand place the Seven of Diamonds,
face down, on top of the deck. Now place the
blank-faced card on top of this (blank face down).
Load the thumb tip with the seven small glass
diamonds. The thumb tip is snugly positioned inside
your jacket pocket with its open end uppermost.

PRESENTATION:
Display the deck by fanning both sides, making sure
the top two cards are not exposed.

The rolled up card is tilted over the glass dish,
allowing the seven small diamonds to shower out.
The right hand, assisting to unroll the card, allows
the thumb to enter the now empty thumb tip which
is secretly stolen away as the card is fully opened
out. When the card is reversed its face is now seen
to be blank.
(Note from Editor: Because the diamonds on the
card are red you may prefer to use red coloured
‘diamonds’ instead of clear ones.)

Now the performer turns over what appears to be
the top card of the deck, when in fact a double lift
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VIVA LAS VEGAS!
I’m pictured here
with Jason Byrne
and his assistant

My mum, nan and I left home Sunday morning and
arrived in Vegas in the afternoon after a tiring ten
hour flight. Our hotel, the Venetian, was amazing:
huge statues in the foyer, intricate paintings covering
the walls and the ceiling - with top restaurants and
designer shops wherever you looked.
We wasted no time and set off down the famous
Strip. When we saw somewhere we wanted to go, it
looked deceptively close but was actually quite a long
walk away. After this first day, we decided to get
around mainly by taxis!
The next day, I woke up excited about going to the
first show. I had met a fantastic dove magician called
Jason Byrne in Eastbourne, at the IBM convention,
and he kindly gave us tickets to the show he was
performing in: V - The Ultimate Variety Show at Planet
Hollywood. Wally Eastwood – an amazing juggler
with a hilarious personality - was the compere and got
the show off to a great start. The show, as the name
suggests, had a number of different acts such as
acrobats, drummers, a gymnast and an impersonator.
It was a great show and afterwards it was really nice
as the cast came out so you could meet them.

BY Ed Hilsum
one part that just remained in our minds was when
Dirk produced a leopard who decided to lie down on
the stage. Instead of making a joke of it, he started
pulling it off the stage, with a lot of force, which
unsurprisingly resulted in a blackout before the next
illusion. I will be thinking twice before adding any
other animals to my act!
On Wednesday we saw Penn and Teller who have their
own theatre in the Rio hotel, just off the strip itself.
Before the show started everyone got the chance to
go up on stage and sign an envelope which was later
used for a prediction effect. Everything they did was
original and it was full of their unique humour. There
was a lot of exposure but I don’t think this made it
any less magical: they always took it one step further
which fooled the audience even more.
For example, they did the classic ‘Sawing a Lady in
Half’ then showed there was a false base which gave
room for the assistant to be safe from the circular
saw that apparently passed through her. During the
explanation Teller ‘accidentally’ took the safety pin
out and the saw sliced straight through her stomach,
causing blood to spray out over the unlucky people in
the front few rows - and her guts to spill out all over
the stage! The show ended with their fantastic bullet
catch which was one of the most amazing pieces of
magic you will ever see. Penn and Teller also came
out after the show and it was cool to hear Teller actually talk!

Our next show was Xtreme Magic starring Dirk
Arthur. This claims to be the only magic show on the
strip using big cats: lions, tigers etc. After watching it,
you could get an idea why this was! It did have some
brilliant illusions - including the finale which was
featured on the Late Show with David Letterman - but
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I’m pictured here
with Penn, one
half of the great
Penn & Teller

Joe Derrington
the puzzles by Ali and the Member Profiles, it’s
good to learn about thy fellow magicians!
Favourite magic DVD? Derren Brown: Devils Picture Book.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Lots of people: Jimmy Carr, Michael McIntyre,
Sean Lock, Ryan Stiles, Frankie Boyle, Russell
Howard, Dara O’Brien, Bill Bailey, Omid Djalili and
Dylan Moran. Just to name a few!
Strongest magical influences? Derren Brown,
Penn and Teller, David Loosley (my double act
partner).

Age: 16.
Current Home? Worcester Park, Surrey.
Joined The Young Magicians Club? Many
moons ago (I’m not too sure when I think March
2004 when I was 11).
Hobbies apart from Magic? I love acting, playing
the piano, playing Rugby and writing comedy.
Favourite magic book? Derren Brown: Pure
Effect.
Favourite Non-Magic Book? Comedy Writing
secrets by Mel Hilitzer and The Naked Jape by
Jimmy Carr and Lucy Greeves.
Favourite Film? TOO MANY! Moulin Rouge – I
love a good musical!
Favourite Magicians? Penn and Teller for their
eccentric nature; Mac King and Michael Finney for
their comedy; Derren Brown for his showmanship
and the ability to make people’s outlook on life
and religion change; Ali Bongo for his incredible
mind and anecdotes.
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
Comedy stage magic with a twist.

What is your favourite magic on TV? All of
Derren’s stage shows, I also like (not on TV but
was on TV in the past, now on YouTube) World’s
Greatest Magic.
Which magician would you most like to be
and why? Derren Brown for his abilities. And yes I
know what you’re thinking..........!
If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be? Penn &
Teller (they come as a pair), Derren Brown and
James Randi.
Top tip for getting into magic? Start off small,
don’t buy huge illusions. Start off with a pack
of cards and a fantastic book. And learn tricks
through PRACTICE, then PRACTISE MORE, and
when you get it perfect PRACTISE AGAIN!
Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either their help or encouragement? My family
for buying me my first few tricks, Mandy Davis, Ali
Bongo, Steve Dela, Kevin Doig and everyone at the
Young Magicians Club. Finally Dave Loosley, my
double act partner (haven’t I already said that?)

What do you like most about Secrets? I love
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International Magic - London
presents

The Denis Behr Lecture DVD

£2
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The full lecture, recorded live at the MacMillan,
International Magic Convention London, November 2008

lus
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Denis Behr has recently launched into the magic world with some very powerful
card magic. Over 50 minutes of magic, thoroughly thought through with nothing
left to chance and always designed to have maximum impact, from minimum
effort. And as you watch you’ll discover his deep reasoning each effect.

BRUTE FORCE OPENER
A triple impact routine with a knockout climax. A card changes into a previous
selection, then back to the original card. Meanwhile the selection is produced from
what was an empty card box!
THE TANTILIZER
A true classic of Magic that’s often overlooked, but not by Denis. The spectator is
given 51 chances to find their freely selected card. Yet despite the odds being
heavily against him, Denis somehow finishes holding the chosen card. Highly
entertaining, very clean and a 100% worker that you’ll use straight away.
PLOP
A short, quick fire routine using any 4 of a kind. A number is freely chosen
between 1 & 13, the pack is placed inside its case. Incredibly all four of the
chosen number magically penetrate and ‘plop’ into the spectators hand!
A GAMBLING DEMONSTRATION
The ‘Coup De Grace’ and it comes at a point where the deck has been thoroughly
shuffled and is worth the price of the dvd alone. This shows Denis’s skills at their
best; truly amazing yet very practical. Simply stunning in impact!
All this plus expert tips on the stacked deck and essential sleights: The Break,
Double lift, peek control, The Top Change, The Pass, Bottom Palm and more.
Other lecture dvd’s from our convention the last two decades, are also
available and include some of the hottest names in magic today.
HOW TO FIND US

see web site for details

Dates for your diary: The 38th
Annual MacMillanConvention
and 26th International Close Up
Competition (now open for
entries) will be held in London at
the Mermaid Centre over the 27th,
28th & 29th November 2009

For Full details visit: www.internationalmagic.com
International Magic, 89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX. UK
E: admin@internationalmagic.com / Tel: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927
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The Magic of the Stage

by Member Chris Philpott

I started out by performing cabaret then, as years
went on, I started to perform a stage illusion act
and a horror show.
The first thing to do is to think how you want your
show to affect the audience. Do you want to be
a magician that magic
happens to without you
knowing (e.g Cardini) or
do you want to be the
magician that makes the
magic happen?
Do you want to be the
classical tails and top hat
magician or the modern
black tee-shirt and jeans
magician? Your image is
important as you need
your audience to relate to you. You don’t
want to get the wrong
image with the wrong act. For example you
don’t want to dress as the top hat and tails
magician to perform dangerous illusions as this
would not match up. I actually fell into that trap
when I was trying to find my style of magic.
You don’t want all your illusions to be penetrations;
an audience needs variety. By all means have a few
penetrations such as Knife Through Arm, Zig Zag
Lady, Impaled.... but think of a few different ways
of showing the audience that you are an Illusionist.
For instance I have combined the Sub Trunk and the
Gipsy Mystery escape into my act.
If you have a spot in your act when the stage crew
need to set up you could do a mini illusion, in front
of the curtain, to keep the audience entertained.
I saw this exact principle at the IBM Convention in
Eastbourne last year. When top illusionists Kalin &
Jinger were performing, Kalin kept the audience’s
attention by performing the Inter Boxes illusion. He
made the patter fit the occasion, then went on to
the illusion that had been set up behind him out of
sight of the audience.
I have found that, now my act is formed, I don’t
tend to put in any new illusions although this may
be tempting! Keep to the original act you know

when you are happy with it. Choose music which is
suitable for the show but please be aware of
copyright laws. I get my music from my father as he
uses copyright free music on videos he edits as he
works in the filming industry. So look online - I know
there are some great sites out there.
One thing is vital for an
illusion act - an assistant. I have been lucky
enough to have the
same assistant for over
three years now and
she is my best friend.
You need to use someone who can keep the
secrets, who will turn up
to practice sessions and
who is reliable on show
nights. I would suggest using a female assistant if you’re a male
magician and a male assistant if you’re a female
illusionist. This looks better and a little more
professional. To find someone who you can rely
on, try using a family member of your own age or
even a best friend. They must be your bestest friend
ever so they don’t let you down or let your secrets
out. Keep to the same assistant, if possible, otherwise teaching someone different can cause chaos.
Remember practise, practise, practise. Figure out
the length of your show. I usually do thirty to forty
minutes. If the client wants more then I tend to
fill it out with dancing and a little more showmanship. (e.g handing out blades to the audience for
examination.) Also use the illusions you already have;
if they are a little old or tatty, paint them up or even
rebuild them. Otherwise you’ll spend way too much
money and use up valuable space. I have made that
mistake…
Make sure you time your act and make sure all
moves are in time with your music. Use all the
stage and keep eye contact with the audience.
Never turn your back on them or you will lose their
concentration. Make big movements and add all
the showmanship you can! Take ideas from other
magicians but remember not to copy their act we all have to find our own personality on stage.
Think how you would feel if you were the audience
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Ultimate Oil and Water

★

Anthony Owen ❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field

Easy to do

Anthony Owen has a nice range of magic on his TVMagic.co.uk website and his ‘Ultimate Oil
and Water’ has received rave notices from the likes of David Berglas, Derren Brown, Marc De
Souza, Daryl and Nick Einhorn. This is a real-world trick
that is visual and easy to do.
Oil and Water is a packet trick in which red and black
cards are interlaced yet separate out into like colours
again without apparent intervention by the magician.
Anthony’s method uses the sticky stuff he’s so fond of,
Changin’ Glue.

26 min. DVD

plus gaffed
cards. £20
including UK
postage
from www.T
VMagic.co.u
k.

Value for mo
ney?

7/10

8/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the p
ra

ctice?
This makes the effect almost self-working and thus
appropriate for beginning-level magicians, although
there are some handlings of double cards and
multiple push-offs required. The video is professionally
shot with one camera and Anthony explains everything carefully. The necessary
cards, already prepared, are included with the DVD.

7/10

This is an excellent package – a very strong, visual trick, very well-taught.

★

Easy to do

The Secret Weapon

❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field

Aaron Fisher

Aaron Fisher has taken the old ‘52-on-1’ gag card and pumped it full of jet fuel. The effect
is that a card is selected and the magician says he has the value of the card on a card in his
pocket. He shows a card with all 52 values printed on it – good for a laugh. The card is
placed aside.
But then things shift into the Twilight Zone. The pack is shown to be in new-deck order and
the selection is reversed and cut into the pack. The deck is spread and the reversed card is
s. shown to be, for example, between the Two and Three
s instruction
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e of Spades. The 52-on-1 card placed aside earlier is
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The selection is now missing from the cards in the
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picture and a face-down card has appeared between
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www.A
the Two and Three of Spades! Everything may now
be examined.
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This is an easy-to-do trick with every sleight carefully explained (and they’re all basic). This in itself
sets this production apart from most. The trick is
visual and startling. It does require a Bicycle
rider-back deck and the gaffs are available with either red or blue backs.
Note that the trick CANNOT be repeated for the same audience.
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

★★

Search and Destroy
Aaron Fisher

Takes some practice

❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field

Larry Jennings had a trick called The Searchers which was fabulous. Two Jacks, placed on top and
bottom of the deck, inched their way inward until a selection was trapped between them. A lovely
trick - but it required massive card-handling skills and the ability to execute them under pressure.
Aaron Fisher liked the trick as well and his idea was to replace the Passes in the trick with the
spectator cutting the deck. The result is excellent.
Also excellent is the DVD which explains his version of
ipping the trick called Search and Destroy. It is exceedingly
sh
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DVD. $29.9
tal) well shot with fine direction by Wayne Houchin and, in
bout £25 to
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the process of explaining the trick, Aaron explains not
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just standard moves, like the Jog Shuffle and Depth
herMagic.co
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Illusion (Tilt), but also a beautiful move of his - the Now
ww

ney?
Value for mo

9/10

8/10

where Pass, his innovative handling of the Bluff Pass.

This is an effect from Aaron’s performing repertoire.
It is suitable for an advanced beginner-level card magician.
But I
truly believe that the insights Aaron provides make this appropriate for more
9/10 advanced-level magicians as well.

friends?
Amaze your

ractice?
Worth the p

It’s only one trick but this is much more than you would expect from a typical

one-trick DVD.

Tarantula
Yigal Mesika

★★★

Thread work is not easy!

❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field

There’s been a lot of buzz about this item on the net - and no wonder. The main
effect demonstrated is that a finger ring (which may be borrowed) floats in the
air, moves from hand to han, and plunks itself down on a spectator’s outstretched
finger. See it on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNwGsui9Fek.
Yigal Mesika invented the clever Spider Pen, an electronic invisible thread reel concealed in a pen, and has
combined the innards of that with the Sanada gimmick
which allows you to conceal it in your hand almost invisibly.
The device is extremely well made, the accompanying
DVD is well-produced using two cameras, and Mesika
is a good teacher. The usual warnings about using
invisible thread – being mindful of light sources, practise so you know the thread’s strength – apply. And
practise is a word to stress; this is NOT self-working.
The device is easily adjustable to your own hand
and allows you to flash the hand with the device
to show it (apparently) empty. If you do thread
work, or want to learn to use it, this is the way to go.
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first day. The previous weekend Davido had performed a large show and I started immediately as
his roadie. While we unloaded various boxes and
props, from trailers and cars, he explained bits and
pieces to me: everything seemed to have an interesting story attached to it!

It was early December, and I found myself on a
train in Norway, heading towards Oslo from my
base in the village of Ås ( pronounced Aus), at
8.30 in the morning. I was about to embark on
my Norwegian magic experience!
I had volunteered to take part in my school’s Norway
exchange trip. The general idea was to sample
Norwegian school and generally live life Scandinavian style for ten days. But there was a twist! Not
only was it an exchange trip, it was also work experience. More in hope than expectation I’d put ‘magician’ down on my list of work experience requests.
To my surprise, I was informed that during the trip
I would be working for three days at a local TV station and for two days with a professional magician!
I think it is safe to say I was ecstatic - this really was
the chance of a lifetime! I was to be working with
a magician called Davido (I later learned that it is a
big Norwegian tradition for magicians to add an ‘o’
at the end of their names). A quick Google search
revealed that not only was he a working pro but he
was a bit of a Norwegian celebrity with an international reputation. On my visit, when people asked
what I was doing, I would often be told that Davido
was a well respected magician and that everyone
enjoyed his act. Also, to my excitement, I realised
that I would be working with a magician who had
won not one but two FISM awards: Manipulation in
1982 and General Magic in ’85.
And so it is here we rejoin the story where I began
at the top of the page…
I was met, by Davido, at the train station in Oslo
and I soon found out what I would be doing for my

For example, when he showed me his FISM trophies
(and part of his amazing award-winning manipulation act), he told me that there was an American
magician who was worried that Davido would beat
him to the Grand Prix prize - that American magician was Lance Burton!
Davido also showed me his doves and explained a
bit about how he cared for them and trained them.
It was then that he pointed at a chicken – and this
was to be our next task. It seemed that Davido had
borrowed a chicken from a local farm for an effect
- and they wanted it back. So this was how I ended
up standing alone, in the middle of a farm (situated
in the middle of Oslo, a busy city), looking after a
chicken in a cat carrier while Davido went off to
source the key to the enclosure. It wouldn’t be
magic if it wasn’t bizarre, would it?!
Our next port of call was another storage facility where Davido showed me some of his stage
illusions, including a rig which allowed him to
perform an upside-down straightjacket escape
suspended by a burning rope.
He then decided to show me a bit of magic life in
Oslo and took me to the two magic shops in the
city. One was really just a joke shop but the other
was a proper Aladdin’s cave, run by a man named
Jan Crosby. The walls were adorned with pictures
of him shaking hands with everyone from Dai Vernon and Max Maven to David Copperfield. Unfortunately, due to the massive currency exchange rate,
I didn’t buy anything.
It was then time for a whistle-stop tour of the Oslo
Museum of Norwegian Magic. This museum is situated in the spare rooms of an 80 year old man’s
flat, and is usually only opened on a Sunday; however Davido pulled some strings to let me see inside.
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By Eoin Smith
We were given a guided tour by the proprietor who
offered up some fantastic tales of Norwegian magicians from decades gone by. And so ended the first
day of my Norwegian magic experience - but the
best was yet to come…
The following day I was picked up by Davido, from
the village in
which I was
staying, and
we headed off
to collect his
new smoke
machine. It
turned out
that a local
radio personality also ran
a side - business selling
stage equipment!

pened! I couldn’t believe I had actually said this:
“Although magicians speak different languages we
can communicate, as the magic speaks for itself.”
My friends sniggered. Stig the reporter lapped it up.
I thought it couldn’t get any cheesier. That was until
I was cajoled into getting a photo taken holding a
fan of cards. Ah well, any publicity is good publicity, right?!

We then
continued
on to Moss,
a town infamous
Dav

We went
for a coffee (or
hot chocolate in
my case),
due
to
us after
our ‘hard
morning’s
work’.
I
could get
used to this
life! We discussed our
preferences
in magic and
Davido told
me stories
of how he
had appeared
on TV across

ido and I - Phot
o reproduced
amongst
with permission
from Stig Pers
the locals for
son.
its smell. And let me tell you it really does stink thanks to the town’s numerous paper mills. Once
Scandinavia and become a
again I was acting as Davido’s roadie and this time
bit of a celebrity in the ‘80s.
helped him set up for a ten-date run of shows he
was performing in a 450-seater dinner theatre. The
A few days later I opened the local paper and there
morning was spent re-constructing illusions, such as
I was – on page 3! You’ll be glad to hear I’d decided
Harbin’s Zig Zag Girl, and a large production box of
to keep my top on! And, after the article was transDavido’s own invention.
lated for me, lo and behold, what high point did Stig
end the article on? My previously quoted comment!
We then sat down and took a break, briefly
discussing the finer points of the Elmsley Count,
So that was the end of my magical adventure in
before being met by a reporter called Stig plus two
Norway. Hopefully I’ll be able to go back some day
of my school friends who were undertaking their
and take up Davido’s offer of checking out a Norwork experience with him. We were interviewed
wegian Magic Circle meeting, and the museum on a
for the local newspaper, Østlandets Blad. I was acSunday, where every week a seasoned professional
tually getting into this interview lark when it happerforms during lunchtime. Maybe some day I’ll be
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Introducing Dennis PatCOMPETITION
WINNER (below)

LIAM OZDEMIR - With
‘Guess The Playing Card’
Guess the names of the
playing cards below, by
the design on the back
of the card.

Spot the diffence above - by Oliver G Smith. Well done!

Thanks Theo Pigott for your
puzzle above.

A HUGE THANK YOU TO ALL THIS MONTHS COMPETITION ENTRANTS. We
were very impressed with the quality of artwork and puzzles supplied. Our winner
is Liam Ozdemir who very kindly sent his puzzle all the way from Western Australia! We are also very pleased to introduce Dennis Patten who will be a regular
from now on with his very creative and colourful puzzles. All solutions for April
and June puzzles will be in next month’s issue, so don’t miss it!!
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Thanks very much James
Longcake for your very
artistic puzzle.
Unfortunately we could
not get a good copy
to use this time but keep
up the good work!

The Kaymar Magic Company
Quality Affordable Magic

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members
The New Kaymar Catalogue
is now available Only £3-00
(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Web site www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904

VISIT THE MACIC CAVE
EVERYDAY
IN COVENT GARDEN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD OR GO
ONLINE AT
www.magiccave.co.uk
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